
Capture a moment and have it  
remembered for generations.

As part of the Ireland 2016 Centenary Programme, on the actual  
anniversary of the start of the Rising 100 years ago, the Irish Independent  
and Independent.ie are inviting Irish people, at home and around the world,  
to capture this historic moment in time from 12 noon on Sunday,  
April 24th, to 12 noon on Monday, April 25th.

The most captivating images will appear in a commemorative magazine,  
which will be published inside every copy of the Irish Independent on Saturday 
May 7th. Plus, a wider selection of images will appear in a commemorative 
gallery on Independent.ie as a digital record for future generations.

Be part of this momentous occasion in our country’s history. We’re giving you 
as many ways as possible to send us your photographs from 12 noon on 
Sunday, April 24th, using the details below. Your moment, our history.

24Hours in Ireland 2016, PO POX 11, Independent House, 27-32 Talbot St., D01  X2E1, Ireland.

087-1847169facebook.com/independent.ie #24hoursireland2016 #24hoursireland201624hoursireland2016@independent.ie
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As part of the Ireland 2016 Centenary Programme  
we had over ten thousand images submitted to our  

‘24 Hours - Ireland’ photographic project. 

As our way of saying thank you, we’re publishing  
a 48 page commemorative Magazine with over 400 of your 
photographs from across the country and around the world.

Did yours make it?

Find out - don’t miss this Saturday’s Irish Independent.

Thank you 
for taking part.

Free  
inside this  

Saturday’s Irish  
Independent


